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Abstract. In [1–3], a series of prerequisites for affective signal processing (ASP)
was defined: validation (e.g., mapping of constructs on signals), triangulation, a
physiology-driven approach, contributions of the signal processing community,
identification of users, theoretical specification, integration of biosignals, and
physical characteristics. This paper defines three additional prerequisites: historical perspective, temporal construction, and real-world baselines.

1 Introduction
In his book The emotion machine: Commonsense thinking, artificial intelligence, and
the future of the human mind, Marvin Minsky (p. 17; 2006) stated: . . . emotion is one of
those suitcaselike words that we use to conceal the complexity of very large ranges of
different things whose relations we don’t yet comprehend. Five pages later, he suggests
to replace . . . old questions like, “What sorts of things are emotions and thoughts?” by
more constructive ones like, “What processes does each emotion involve?” and “How
could machines perform such processes?” Affective computing (AC) aims to answer
these questions through processing signals that correlate with emotions: affective signals processing (ASP).
ASP can be employed from (a combination of) biosignals, movement analysis, computer vision, and speech processing. However, the techniques other than biosignals have
major disadvantages [1–3]. In contrast, such issues have been resolved for biosignals in
recent years: currently, it is easy to obtain, high fidelity, cheap, and unobtrusive biosignal recordings; e.g., see [5]. Moreover, the recording devices can be easily integrated in
various products [6]. Therefore, this paper focusses on biosignals. For an overview of
the most commonly used biosignals and their features, we refer to [1].

This prerequisites paper is designed to discuss unsolved issues related to ASP and to
introduce a framework for future research. It is not designed as a paper on novel methods in signal processing, but rather on the specific issues on applying those methods
to the problem of ASP. A particular focus is on the problem of ASP in the real world,
with long latency signals (e.g., electrodermal activity; EDA), and affective responses
that are ambiguously defined in time and that often depend on previous events and are,
therefore, neither linear nor time invariant in their responses. Much of (traditional) signal processing relies on the linear time invariant assumption. Real affective responses
do not fit this description. Consequently, ASP requires its own set of prerequisites as
they are denoted in this paper and the other prerequisites papers of [1–3].
For AC, a broad plethora of classifiers is used as part of the ASP. The classification
performances are hard to compare since the emotion classes used are typically defined
in different ways. Additionally, the number of emotion classes to be discriminated is
small, it ranges from 2 to 6. Nevertheless, the results are behind that of other classification problems. With AC recognition rates << 90% are common, where in most other
pattern recognition problems, recognition rates of > 90% and often > 95% are often
reported. This illustrates AC’s complex nature and the need for a comprehensive review
of the prerequisites involved.
To force a breakthrough in results on AC we propose a set of prerequisites for ASP,
before starting with AC in practice. The first three parts of these prerequisites were
introduced in [1–3]. In the next section, the fourth part is introduced. Together, these
prerequisites should form the foundation for more successful ASP and AC. We end this
paper with a brief conclusion.

2 Prerequisites – Part IV
In [1–3], the following prerequisites for ASP were introduced: validity, triangulation, a
physiology-driven approach, contributions from signal processing, user identification,
theoretical specification, integration of biosignals, and physical characteristics. While
each of these is still of the utmost importance for ASP, we will now denote three additional ones: historical perspective, temporal construction, and real-world baselines.
2.1 History: Lessons to be learned and experiences to remember
Centuries ago, the relation between physiological reactions, as expressed through biosignals, and emotions was already mentioned by poets and ancient philosophers. This resulted in a plethora of definitions, almost impossible to list and illustrates the complexity
of the concept emotion; cf. [4].
Although much knowledge on emotions is gained over the last centuries, researchers
tend to ignore this up to a high extent and stick to some relatively recent theories; e.g.,
the valence and arousal model or the approach avoidance model. This holds in particular for ASP and AC, where an engineering approach is dominant and a theoretical
framework is considered of lesser importance [2]. Consequently, for most engineering
approaches, the valence-arousal model is applied as a default option, without considering other possibilities.

It is far beyond the scope of this paper to provide a complete overview of all literature relevant for ASP and AC. For such an overview, we refer to the various handbooks
and review papers on emotions, affective sciences, and affective neuroscience; e.g., [7–
9]. In this section, we will touch some of the major works on emotion research, which
origin from medicine, biology, physiology, and psychology.
Let us start with one of the earliest works on biosignals: De l’Électricité du corps
humain of M. l’Abbé Bertholon (1780), who already described human biosignals. One
century later Darwin (1872) published his book The Expression of Emotions in Man and
Animals [8]. Subsequently, independently of each other, William James and C. G. Lange
revealed their theories on emotions, which were remarkably similar [8]. Consequently,
their theories has been merged and were baptized the James-Lange theory.
In a nutshell, the James-Lange theory argues that the perception of our own biosignals is the emotion. Consequently, no emotions can be experienced without these biosignals. Two decades after the publication of James’ theory, it was already seriously challenged by [11, 12] and [13, 14]. They emphasized the role of subcortical structures
(e.g., the thalamus, the hypothalamus, and the amygdala) in experiencing emotions.
Their rebuttal on the James-Lange theory was founded on five notions:
1. Compared to a normal situation, experienced emotions are similar when biosignals
are omitted; e.g., as with the transection of the spinal cord and vagus nerve.
2. Similar biosignals emerge with all emotions. So, these signals cannot cause distinct
emotions.
3. The bodies internal organs have fewer sensory nerves than other structures. Hence,
people are unaware of their possible biosignals.
4. Generally, biosignals have a long latency period, compared to the time emotional
responses are expressed.
5. Drugs that trigger biosignals to emerge do not necessarily trigger emotions in parallel.
We will now address each of Cannon’s notions from the perspective of ASP. As
will become apparent, considering these notions with current ASP is of importance. To
the authors knowledge, the first case that illustrated both theories weaknesses was that
of a patient with a lesion, as denoted in Cannon’s first notion. This patient reported :
Sometimes I act angry when I see some injustice. I yell and cuss and raise heel, because
if you don’t do it sometimes, I learned people will take advantage of you, but it just
doesn’t have the heat to it that it used to. It’s a mental kind of anger (p. 151) [15].
Moreover, this case clearly illustrated the use of such special cases, as is denoted in [2].
The second notion of the Cannon-Bard theory strikes the essence of ASP. It would
imply that the quest of affective computing is deemed to fail. According to CannonBard, ASP is of no use since no unique sets of biosignals exist that map to distinct
emotions. Luckily, nowadays, this statement is judged as coarse [8]. However, it is
generally acknowledged that it is very hard to apply ASP successfully [7]. So, (at least)
to a large extent Cannon was right.
It was confirmed that the number of sensory nerves differs in distinct structures in
human bodies (Cannon’s notion 3). So, indeed people’s physiological structures determine their internal variations to the emotional sensitivity. To make ASP even more

challenging, cross-cultural and ethnic differences exist in people’s patterns of biosignals, as was already shown by [16]5.
The fourth notion concerns the latency period of biosignals, which Cannon denoted
as being ‘long’. In the next section we address this problem.
The fifth and last notion of Cannon is one that is not addressed so far. It goes beyond biosignals since it concerns the neurochemical aspects of emotions. Although this
component of human physiology can indeed have a significant influence on experienced
emotions, this falls far beyond the scope of this paper.
It should be noted that the current general opinion among neuroscientists is that
the truth lies somewhere between the theories of James-Lange and Cannon-Bard [8].
However, the various relations between the latter notions and the set of prerequisites,
illustrates that these notions, although a century old, are still of interest for current AC
and ASP.
2.2 Temporal construction
There are many temporal aspects in biosignals that should be taken into account in
ASP. These aspects can be categorized in three classes: psychological, physiological,
and signal processing aspects.
The psychological aspect has to do with habituation; in general, every time a stimulus is perceived one’s reaction to it will get smaller. With large delays between the
stimuli, one recovers from the habituation effect. There are several ways of dealing with
this in ASP. One way is to keep track of the moments in which stimuli were present.
This information can then be used to predict how strong the effect of a similar stimulus
will be. Alternatively, in applications where stimuli presentation can be controlled, the
variety of the stimuli can be directed such that habituation effects are canceled.
The first physiological aspect deals with the fact that the affective signals can be
processed in different time windows. For instance, we can look at parts of 30 minutes
but also at 10, 30, or 60 seconds. There are many challenges in modeling the temporal
aspects of emotion. One is the annotation challenge of determining when the emotion
begins and when it ends. Another is the sensor fusion problem of determining how
to window individual signals within the emotional event since different signals have
different latencies. In response to a high arousal event, an instant gasp may occur in
respiration and a tensing of muscles, heart rate will then increase in the next few seconds and EDA should start to rise and may continue to rise for several minutes. Using
the same window and offset for all signals would not capture the most salient discriminating features of the experience. So, in general, biosignal features calculated over time
windows with different length cannot be compared with each other.
That being said, time window selection is often done empirically; i.e., many different time windows are tried and those leading to the best results are used in the final
models [17, 6]. Other automatic options include finding the nearest significant local
minima or making assumptions about the start time and extend of the emotion; e.g.,
an average over previous emotions. In addition, another empirical solution is to ask the
5

Author’s note. Nowadays, this paper would run up to resistance, as it denotes both ethnical
issues and as its subjects. Perhaps that is why so little work is done on this topic.

user to define the window of interest. This can be done through sliders, as for real world
research can be presented on a PDA. However, also this approach has its downside: in
general, people’s introspection is not good and you do not want to bother users with
these tasks. The physiological response to an emotion may have started well before the
person realized that they were in this state, so if a single annotation is used, it will definitely come after the start of the experience. Moreover, in the real world the temporal
nature of the reaction to the stimulus is undetermined. A uniform window may not be
appropriate.
There are also valuable theoretical considerations. Different psychological processes
develop over different time scales. On the one hand, emotions lead to very short and fast
phasic changes and, thus, require short time windows. On the other hand, changes in
mood are more gradual tonic and, so, require broader time windows. In general, the time
window used should depend on the psychological construct studied. Furthermore, there
is always a lag between the psychological change and the physiological change. These
lags differ per signal: heart rate changes almost immediately while skin temperature can
take more than a minute to change. Skin conductance is somewhere in between. This
shows the need for different time windows for different signals.
A second physiological aspect stems from the idea that physiological activity tends
to move to a stable neutral state; i.e., when the physiological level is high, it tends to
decrease; whereas, when the physiological level is low, it tends to increase. Hence, the
effect of a stimulus on physiology depends on the physiological level before stimulus
onset; i.e., the principle of initial values [9]. When you perceive a scary stimulus and
your heart rate is at 80 it might increase by 15 beats, however, when you heart rate is
at 160 it is unlikely to increase at all. As this is found to be a linear relationship, it can
be modeled by linear regression. The first step is to assess the regression line, which is
different per feature and person. Next, this regression line can be used to correct each
feature by computing its residualized value.
A consideration specific to ASP is that emotional responses are likely comprise a
layered response involving components that have different time periods including: disposition (long term - years), circumstance (days), mood (hours) and emotion (seconds).
An accurate model of an individuals affective response to these varying time influences
is difficult to determine, even the totality of influences are difficult to catalog in the
real world. Therefore, also for this reason, a major consideration in ASP is choosing a
window length appropriate to the type of affective response you are considering.
2.3 Real-world baselines
Baselining is the process of correcting the biosignal to a standard level that is comparable over users and/or sessions (also called normalization/standardization). Finding an
appropriate baseline is both important and difficult for sensors whose readings depend
on factors that can easily change on a daily basis; e.g., sensor placement, humidity,
temperature, and the use of contact gel [3]. Still, baselining over multiple people or
multiple days is required for ASP in order to compare and combine data from these different sources in a meaningful way. Many different approaches to baselining are known
in the literature. However, as will be shown, we require affect specific approaches.

Table 1. Seven methods of using baseline information to normalize the signal. x denotes the
original signal and x̃ the corrected signal. µB , minB , maxB , and σB are respectively the mean,
minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of the baseline. Sources of information: 1: [18],
3,5,6: [19], and 7: [20].
1 x̃i = xi − µB
2 x̃i = xi − minB
3
4
5
6
7

Standard correction, often used in psychological experiments.
Useful alternative to the first method when there is no
relaxation period and a lot of variance in the signal.
Strong baselining method; works best for continuous signals.

x̃i = (xi − µB )/σB
x̃i = (xi − µB )/µB
x̃i = (xi − minB )/(maxB − minB ) Sensitive to outliers.
x̃i = xi /maxB
Used for Skin conductance responses features.
x̃i = (xi × 100)/µB ) − 100
Used for facial EMG measurements.

With ASP we have to handle long term continuous (re-)baselining of biosignals.
There exists no guideline on how to apply these methods to continuous physiological
data in the real world. An exception to his is [21], which discusses ECG recording in
ambulatory settings; however, it does not focus on ASP. In this section, we discuss how
to apply known methods from the laboratory to a new situation, continuous ambulatory
monitoring in the real world. We also discuss how to apply these methods to affective
reactions of varying length and intensity in the presence of noise. Some of the methods
commonly used in other types of signal processing, such as “zeroing the mean” and
“dividing by the variance” do not work for long term physiological records, which is
the problem we are trying to bring to light. In the following paragraphs, we will try
to give an overview of the different baselining approaches and explain when they are
appropriate. We also call for empirical comparisons of different baseline methodologies
specific to ASP in the real world, as this is still lacking.
The two main issues with baselining are (1) the selection of a suitable correction
method and (2) the selection of a period over which to calculate the parameters of
the selection method (the baseline period). The correction methods are summarized
in Table 1. Once the baseline is removed, it becomes the new base (or zero) and the
original value is lost. Each baseline has different merits. Taking the minimum baseline
is more equivalent to taking the resting EDA that would normally be used in a laboratory
experiment. This is the best method if a consistent minimum seems apparent in all
data being combined. The problem is that for each data segment, a minimum must be
apparent. It is straightforward to eliminate point outliers such as those at 3.7 hours and
3.9 hours and find a more robust minimum for the baseline. An other often used method
for continuous signals like EDA and skin temperature is called standardization (method
3 in Table 1) [19]. This is probably the most powerful correction method and is applied
very often. It corrects not only for the baseline level but also for the variation in the
signal, making it more robust. Other correction methods are tailored to specific features;
e.g., the amplitude of skin conductance responses is often corrected by dividing by the
maximum amplitude. Taken together, different signals and situations require different
correction methods, which should be chosen carefully.
The second issue in baselining is the selection of an appropriate time-window over
which the parameters for the correction are calculated. For short term experiments, a

single baseline period is usually sufficient. However, when monitoring continuously,
the baseline may have to be re-evaluated with greater frequency. The challenge here is
to find a good strategy for dividing the signal into segments over which the baseline
should be re-calculated. A simple solution is to use a sliding window; e.g., where the
last 30 minutes are taken into account. In this case, it seems obvious that the segments
should be considered independently, since the time period between the two is long and
it may be that the electrodes fell off and may have been re-applied. To be able to conduct
proper normalization when signal loss is shorter than the baselining window, the period
right before the signal loss can for example be used to complement the baseline window
of the current signal. However, in general, data segmentation has not had much attention
in ASP and long term continuous (re-)baselining of biosignals is still an open problem.
As with all pattern recognition pipelines, baselining (or normalization) is of utmost
importance. Most efforts towards AC and ASP have not paid much attention to this.
We hope that this prerequisite is a start for the development of more sophisticated algorithms that can deal with the difficult problems of data segmentation, as they have been
dealt with in other research fields like computer vision.

3 Conclusion
This paper explains the importance of prerequisites specifically for ASP and introduces
the fourth part of a series of such prerequisites for ASP. The prerequisites foundation
in historical perspective, adequate temporal construction, and well-chosen real-world
baselines are introduced. These prerequisites are complementary to those presented
in [1–3]: validity, triangulation, the physiology-driven approach, and contributions of
signal processing, identification of users and theoretical specification, and physical
characteristics and integration of biosignals.
The review and the prerequisites, both illustrate and explain the complexity of ASP
and its limited progress. Therefore, we advise to incorporate these prerequisites for
successful ASP, instead of running forward and ignoring the problems encountered in
previous studies. We hope that the prerequisites can contribute to or even guide future
research in ASP.
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